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Remote unlock code for HP ipaq 6315 / 6320 / 6325 From TMobile/Cingular/Rogers remote UNLOCKING

by IMEI only You are looking at an auction for an unlocking service for only ONE HP ipaq 6315 / 6320 /

6325 From TMobile/Cingular/Rogers This phone unlock removes the carrier lock placed by many cell

providers these days. It enables you to use your phone with any sim card from anywhere in the world

regardless which provider you bought it from. Supported Models: HP ipaq 6315 / 6320 / 6325 From

TMobile/Cingular/Rogers How it is Done: All that needs to be done is include your IMEI# and Model in the

Paypal notes box when you make the payment.(If you decide not to include this information it is

impossible for Us to process your order). The IMEI#: The IMEI Number can be obtained when you enter

*#06# from your phones keypad, it will display a 15 digit number ( If you have trouble obtaining the IMEI

this way you can also find the IMEI on the back of the phone under where the battery is ) How long does

it take to get the unlock Code? Once your order is processed and unlock code is ready you will be

emailed with an unlock code and instructions on how to enter it, Turnaround for this Item is on the same

day you get your code. In the rare case that no unlock code is found for your Pocket PC a full refund will

be issued immediately. READ THIS BEFORE YOU BUY THE ITEM: When you unlock the phone it will

work on any GSM service provider. This is a Permanent Unlocking. You have a certain number of unlock

attempts on your phone so if the code didnt work from the first time stop and send Us an email.
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